Cutting instructions:

From black fabric: Cut 3 large squares 4 7/8” X 4 7/8”
Cut 3 small squares 4 1/2” X 4 1/2”

From color fabric: Cut 3 large squares 4 7/8” X 4 7/8”

Sewing instruction:

1. Draw diagonal line (corner to corner) on wrong side of each color fabric (A). With right sides together, place 1 large color square on top of a large black square. Stitch seam a ¼” from each side of drawn line.

2. Cut along drawn line and press open to make 2 triangle squares. Make 6

3. Sew 2 triangle squares and 1 small square together to make Unit 1. Make 2 Unit 1’s.

4. Sew 2 triangle squares and 1 small square together to make Unit 2.

5. Sew 1 Unit 1 and 2 Unit 2’s together to complete block.